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Honorifics Explained 

In this manga book, you will find Japanese honorifics left intact in the 
translations. For those not familiar with how the Japanese use honorifics and, 
more important, how they differ from American honorifics, we present this 
brief overview. 

Politeness has always been a critical facet of Japanese culture. Ever since the 
feudal era, when Japan was a highly stratified society, use of honorifics-which 
can be defined as polite speech that indicates relationship or status-has played 
an essential role in the Japanese language. When addressing someone in Japanese, 

"Asuna-san"), is used as a title at the end of one's name, or appears in place of the 
name itself (example: ’’Negi-sensei," or simply ’’Sensei!"). 

Honorifics can be expressions of respect or endearment. In the context of 
manga and anime, honorifics give insight into the nature of the relationship 
between characters. Many English translations leave out these important 
honorifics and therefore distort the feel of the original Japanese. Because 
Japanese honorifics contain nuances that English honorifics lack, it is our policy 
not to translate them. Here, instead, is a guide to some of the honorifics you 

-san: This is the most common honorific and is equivalent to Mr., Miss, 
Ms., Mrs. It is the all-purpose honorific and can be used in any 

-sama: This is one level higher than "-san" and is used to confer great respect. 

higher level than "-sama" and confers utmost respect. 

-kun: This suffix is used at the end of boys’ names to express familiarity or 
endearment. It is also sometimes used by men among friends, or when 
addressing someone younger or of a lower station. 

-chan-. This is used to express endearment, mostly toward girls. It is also used 



Bozu: This is an informal way to refer to t English terms 

Sempai/Senpai: This title suggests that the addressee is one’s senior in a group 
or organization. It is most often used in a school setting, where 
underclassmen refer to their upperclassmen as "sempai." It can also be 
used in the workplace, such as when a newer employee addresses an 
employee who has seniority in the company. 

Kohai: This is the opposite of "sempai" and is used toward underclassmen in 
school or newcomers in the workplace. It connotes that the addressee is 

Sensei: Literally meaning "one who has come before," this title is used for 
teachers, doctors, or masters of any profession or art. 

-[blank]: This is usually forgotten in these lists, but it is perhaps the most 
significant difference between Japanese and English. The lack of 
honorific means that the speaker has permission to address the person 
in a very intimate way. Usually, only family, spouses, or very close 
friends have this kind of permission. Known as yobi&ute. it can be 
gratifying when someone who has earned the intimacy starts to call one 
by one's name without an honorific. But when that intimacy hasn't been 
earned, it can be very insulting. 
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To keep an 
open heart/ and 
love the people 

around you. 

.lies a great 
power..." 
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Chapter I - The Door |s Opened 
The very first dhapter...! I nervous about a lot of different things 
when | drew it- 46 But I was glad that we dame up with the storyboard 
more smoothly than I had expedted- There are guite a few parts to the 
domid that are different from the original, so it might be interesting to 
try to -find them all- The portal drawing (the one above) is dlose to how | 
imagine Runa, so I really like it- While you dan't tell in the print volume, the 
tips of her hair are adtually silver- An important detail! We still had the 
sketdh and the pen drawing so | indluded them here We sdanned this pen 
drawing, then dolored it on the domputer. | drew the petals on another piede 
of paper, and dreated the pendant on the domputer- It's easier to make 
domputer images from a bundh of separate parts! 



I The Door Is Opened 
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Mokke/ 



You're 

Huh/? 























Thank you/ 

I love you, 
Chae/ 
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Fairy Power Awakened 

Ckapier 3 - Fairy Power Awakened 
I love ike drawing on ike iiile pa$e -for ikis 
dkapier/1 kaven'i kad many dkandes io make 
drawings like ikis in my previous work, so ii's 
■fun io kave a wider ran$e of expression in 
Fairy Kavi^aior Runa- For ikis kind of full- 
spread drawing I pui iwo piedes of B4*-sized 
draf i paper io$eiker and skeidk ii, iken we 
separaie ike dkaradiers based on ike skeidk 
and pen ikern in on dif fereni skeeis of 
paper. Finally, we sdan ikern. | penned Runa's 
dkaradier on ike same paper on wkidk | did ike % 
skeidk, so you dan see ike dividing line beiween 
ike iwo papers we pui io^eiker (LOU Tkese (Ok, and our dopie 
kinds of ikin^s are ediied on ike dompuier. A^-siz*d papev 
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"When 

she who 

has a 

third eye 

appears/ 

the world 

shall 

tremble." 
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He's much 
stronger than 

before.'/ 









I won't 
let him... 







Fairy Navigator Runa. 



Navigator-of the Fairy World 



Chapter - Navigator o£ the Fairy World 
By this dhapter, | -finally got used to 
drawing &madhi (animals are hard...), 
so I was a little sad to say 3oodbye 
to him (LOU. I was <)lad that Runa's 
trans-formation Anally happens. | love her 
this way, tool The drawing to the ri^ht 
is -from the original storyboard- This was 
all that was leflt...4* When making the 
storyboard, I draw a rowjh sketdh like 
this, and i-f rny editor approves, it ^oes 
into the domid- We dhose this one -from 
two possible looks. | thought -for a lon^ 
time about whidh flower to use, and dhose 

















Curses!!! 





There she Is// 
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I'm glad 
Chae l 
could 

give iC Co 
you... 

Chae/// 
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I hereby 
cleanse you of 
evil/ and return 

you to the 
Fairy World. 

...to 
the 

Fairy 
World. 
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A Message 

Hello, this is Miyoko Ikeda, author of the original story. 
It's been five years since I wrote the story that this comic 

was based on. It makes me so happy to see it turn into a comic 
book now for everyone to enjoy! 

Kikuta-sensei added details that weren't in the original to 
the comic, which made the story progression a little different 
from the original. I think that people both familiar and 
unfamiliar with the original work will be able to really enjoy it! 

I especially think that boy characters are very appealing. In 
the original, Mokke doesn't turn into a human until the middle 
of the story, but in this comic he's a cool-looking human boy 
from the beginning. Also, Tai was extremely popular in the 
original story, so he makes an appearance in the first volume 
here. I bet that Mokke and Tai fans were happy about this. 

Kind and brave Runa. Brash but dependable Mokke. And 
Suneri, who is the ideal older-sister type. I hope you look 
forward to reading more about these characters. Thank you 

Miyoko Ikeda 



Translation Notes 
Japanese is a tricky language for most westerners, and translation is 
often more art than science. For your edification and reading pleasure, 
here are notes on some of the places where we could have gone in a dif¬ 
ferent direction with our translation of the work, or where a Japanese 
cultural reference Is used. 



Onigirl. tarako, mentaiko, page 105 
Onlgirl, or rice ball, is a Japanese food made from white rice formed into a 
triangular or oval shape and often wrapped In norl (seaweed). 

two common fillings for onlgirl are tarako (salted cod roe) and men¬ 
taiko (marinated cod roe). Note that both of these come from cod, which 
the author seems to fOrgeti 


